
 

The Little Desert is part of an extensive reserve system in 
Victoria’s far west - including Wyperfeld NP, Murray Sunset NP 
and Hattah-Kulkyne NP - which showcases our semi-arid 
landscapes. As strange as it may seem, these National Parks are 
linked to an age when the ocean covered much of the Murray 
River basin. When the sea retreated, vast volumes of 
accumulated sand were left behind. Over millions of years the 
sand was deposited in three immense east-west drifts by the 
prevailing westerly winds. The area between these drifts is 
suitable for dry land farming and was cleared for such purposes 
in the post-war years. The sandy soil however didn’t suit cropping 
and was left largely untouched with the exception of some 
grazing leases, salt mining and timber felling of the native 
cypress pines. 
 

A visit these days to the Little Desert offers the bushwalker quite 
a different type of experience to other walking areas in the state. 
Firstly, there aren’t the iconic views which you get in rocky or 
mountainous areas. In a similar respect, there aren’t the towering 
forests or beautiful rivers and streams which we all seem to 
admire. What the visitor will find instead in these semi-arid 
National Parks is subtlety and the immensity of the sky that only 
an unobstructed horizon can offer. The Little Desert is a place to 
unwind and to find beauty, rather than have it thrust in your 
presence. 
 

Our interest was first directed towards the Little Desert (near 
Horsham, 370 km from Melbourne) when we were looking for 
somewhere to do a winter walk where we could get away from 
the rain (and snow) which had set in across most of the state. A 
little more searching and we found the 84km, three to four day 
Desert Discovery Walk which has been designed to showcase 
the different ecosystems that can be found in the park. These 
include heathland, salt lakes, claypans, dry woodlands and the 
Wimmera River, all of which proved to have their own appeal. 
We decided to start at the western end of the walk, just south of 

Nhill, because we wanted to camp by the Wimmera in the middle 
of the walk. The access road was a little bit sandy but definitely 
2WD territory. As the drive from Melbourne was pretty long 
(about 4.5 hours) the short winter day caught up with us and 
meant we had to pitch camp before we made it to the hut, which 
had the pleasant consequence of being able to watch the sunset 
by the campfire. 
 
 
 

We made an early start the next day and after half an hour we 
had made it to the simple but 
comfortable hut and had a 
look around. Just west of here 
the area had burnt recently 
and the sparse re-growth 
allowed you to see the gently 
undulating contours all the 
way to the horizon. The 
highlight of the day was 
spending time at two salt lakes which gave us time to watch the 
birds, of which there are over 300 recorded species known to 
frequent the park. In between the two lakes, on a rise, is a 
viewing platform. From here you can see Mt Arapiles, which 
appears very tall given that it is surrounded by an endless plain. 
Eventually we made it to the Wimmera River, which turned out to 
be a very popular and noisy spot, although the presence of  a 
relatively large body of water was interesting in such a dry area. 
 

Even though it had taken quite some time, by the last day we felt 
familiar in the open surroundings of the desert. Probably because 
of this, we starting seeing a 
lot more wildlife including 
emus, kangaroos and 
countless birds. We passed 
another bushwalker’s hut 
located next to a small lake 
which made a great place for 
lunch and the rest of the day 
passed slowly. 
 

There is not much information published on the Desert Discovery 
Walk. If you plan it as a three day walk then the days are almost 
30 km each, so most people might find four days more enjoyable. 
Make sure you take the maps and some sunscreen, because we 
got burnt even though it was winter! 
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Choosing a compass can be a difficult task, they all point North so why pay more? Try breaking the 
process down into the features you require. There are four compasses in the Suunto range, which include 
different combinations of the features listed below. All Suunto compasses are scratch resistant, have high 
quality bearings and are liquid filled to make the needle settle quickly. The housings are easy to read and 
adjust. 
 

Base plate: Base plates come with different scale rulers for measuring distances on different scale maps. 
A base plate with a built in magnifying glass makes reading finer details easier. Larger base plates make 
taking bearings on maps easier.  
 

Luminescent markings: The Suunto A-30, MC-2 Global and M-3 Global models have luminescent 
markings on the base plate housing and needle making them fantastic for night navigation. 
 

Needle: The most useful part of a compass. The red end points north and the black end points south. 
Needles can be either balanced specifically for Northern or Southern Hemisphere or special Global 
models such as the MC-2 or M-3 Global will work anywhere. 
  

Mirror: A mirror, such as the one on the MC-2 Global can be useful for sighting objects while 
simultaneously reading the compass to increase accuracy when triangulating your position or taking a 
bearing. The mirror also adds protection to the compass when folded down. 
 

Adjustable Declination: The angle between Grid North (the direction North is indicated on your map, 
usually towards the North Pole) and Magnetic North is called the declination. On the M-3 Global and MC-2 
Global a small screw is adjusted to correct this discrepancy so calculations while navigating are not 
required. The declination changes slowly over time as the Earth’s magnetic field fluctuates so make sure 
you update your old maps. 
 

Clinometer: This is used to measure the angle of a slope to help locate your position using contour lines 
on your map. The angle of a surface when doing geological field mapping can also be measured or 
heights of objects can be determined using trigonometry. The M-3 Global and MC-2 Global have this 
feature. 

 Product Review: new Mont sleeping bags     by Nick 

 Tech Talk: guide to selecting a Suunto compass by Mac      

Suunto A-10 rrp $32.95 

Suunto A-30L rrp $42.95 

Suunto M-3 rrp  $89.95 

Suunto MC-2 rrp $129.95 
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For anyone who takes delight in sleeping in the great outdoors, having a good quality 
sleeping bag is essential. For over 30 years Mont Equipment have been making what we 
consider to be the best sleeping bags on the market. Bags which balance warmth, weight, 
quality construction and practical features.  

Helium series: The Helium series are 
designed for people seeking to drastically 
reduce their pack weight. There are three 
bags in the range to cover 2, 3, or 4 season 
use. These bags use only the finest 800+ loft 
goose down and ultralight 15 denier Pertex 
Quantum shells which enable them to come 
in at 700, 880 and 1020 grams respectively. 
Despite being so light, the Helium series 
feature a full length side zip and separate 
foot zip to allow for venting when required. 
The Helium bags maximise heat retention 
with differential cut, Radial Arc baffle system 
and a comfortable mummy shape. Mont also 
make a top bag called the Prolite 250 which 
offers even more weight saving at 540 
grams! 
Tapered Rectangular series: The Tapered 

Rectangular series are serious lightweight 
and compact bags which are perfect for any 
outdoor adventure. There are seven models 
in the range which cover a temperatures from 
warm weather to snow conditions. The bags 
feature water repellent 785+ loft down and a 
15 denier nylon shell in either standard or 
waterproof finish. This series offer real world 
heat saving innovations including: a 
differential cut, which means the top side is 
wider than the bottom half; Radial Arc baffles, 
which allow the down to loft to its maximum 
height; 3D contoured hood and a chest 
drawcord, which eliminates drafts. Venting is 
achieved via a 2-way full length side zip and 
foot zip and can be zipped out to form a quilt. 

Zodiac series: The Zodiac series are a no-
nonsense bag with plenty of room and the 
ability to zip out like a quilt or doona. 
Everything about the Zodiac screams comfort 
but they are also very light and compact 
sleeping bags. The Zodiac series is available 
in 2, 3 and 4 season models which utilise 
680+ loft down. The shell is made from 30 
denier nylon. As with all the Mont bags, the 
Zodiac series is fitted with an anti-snag tape 
lining. A women’s specific model and XL 
lengths in all bags are available as is the 
case with all the Mont sleeping bag series.  
Like most Mont sleeping bags a right-hand 
zip version can be zipped together with a left-
hand zip version to create a double bag. 
Specialist Boxfoot series: The Boxfoot 

series are bags designed for cold conditions. 
The warmest in the series the Main Range 
being rated down to –22 degrees! Utilising 
850+ loft down, these are primarily bags for 
ski tourers, snow campers and mountaineers, 
but we do sell a considerable number to 
people who really feel the cold, especially the 
Highland bag which is a great 4 season 
bushwalking bag. To maximise thermal 
efficiency, the boxfoot series employs a 
comfortable mummy shape, vertically 
oriented baffles around the chest region, 
Radial Arc baffles and a differential cut. 
Venting is achieved via a 2-way full length 
side zip. 
 

** Mont sleeping bag weights and temperatures can be found on the sleeping bag page on our website.** 



  

 

The Wilhelmina Falls circuit is a pleasant two hour day walk in 
granite country, with mixed eucalypt forest, tree fern gullies and 
waterfalls. The falls are located in the Murrindindi Scenic Reserve 
96km north-east of Melbourne. The walk is an easy/medium day 
walk along tracks with one steep climb.  
 

Just three kilometres from the start of the walk is where the 
devastating Black Saturday bushfire began. The fire burnt out all 
of the areas forest understorey, but five years on the recovery is 
quite amazing. 
 

Commence the walk 100m from the car park to the suspension 

bridge where you’ll pass through the moist riparian forest 
complete with ferns and towering gums. Follow the track for 3kms 
through increasingly drier and more open forest to a lookout at 
the base of Wilhelmina Falls. From here climb the timber steps 
onto a granite platform where you can view the falls and scramble 
around to visit the inlet of the falls above and the boulder and fern 
strewn lower reaches of the falls. The return follows the same 
track until you come to the Mill Track junction which can be 
followed back to the bridge and car park via a beautiful valley 
complete with tree ferns and small sections of boardwalk which 
cross several side streams. 
 

Along the Murrindindi River there are opportunities for swimming 
and to simply enjoy the forest which is abundant with bird life. A 
longer circuit (4 hours) can be walked if you include the 
Boroondara and the River tracks, full details of which can be 
found in Day walks Melbourne by Chapman and Siseman, rrp 
$34.95. 
 
 

 Technique: multi-pitch climbing              by Glenn       

New to The Wilderness Shop is the super technical La Sportiva Solution climbing 
shoe. The down-turned toe adds precision to your footwork on steep terrain allowing 
you to stand on the smallest of edges while the 3D heel cup allows for solid heel 
hooking. Just slip the shoe on and use the velcro adjuster for a perfect  fit. Rounded 
out with super sticky Vibram XS-Grip rubber it is no wonder the Solution is used by 
some of the world’s best climbers. 

Technical Tip: Trekking Poles        by Nick  Trip Review: Wilhelmina Falls daywalk   by Bernadette 
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Two major factors come into play when taking on multi-pitch climbs - cramped, 
exposed (possibly hanging) belay stances and the possibility of entanglement 
within ropes and belay equipment. Both leader and second need to take particular 
care with rope management at each interchange to ensure an ‘event’ free passage 
of the desired line. Flaking (laying out) ropes over a belay sling or cordelette 
connected to your harness, or into a rope bag, should make for a smooth feed of 
rope for the next lead.  
 

Two ropes are recommended for a party of three, ensuring that all climbers remain 
independently and safely secured at all times. This additional rope would also 
greatly assist with descents and possible retreat if necessary.    
 

As the second (or third) climber reaches the belay, additional (multidirectional) 
anchors should be placed to ensure that all parties are well secured to the rock 
face during the changeover, re-arranging of belay components and re-connection 
of leader to ’the sharp end’. The ‘golden rule’ being - ‘Always stay clipped into two 
independent and secure links until ordered to climb’. The rope must be once again 
checked for smooth feed before the leader sets off. There should never be any 
slack in the system as to allow the belayer to be lifted from the stance and 
potentially injured in the event of a fall. On very steep ground, this can result in all 
parties dangling precariously. 
 

Experience has shown that practically all equipment that is dropped from belay 
ledges up on high is being juggled at the time of its departure. From belay to rappel 
devices, friction boots to helmets, anything that is not clipped in will take the dive 
from a congested ledge. Concentrate on handling just one item per hand at any 
one time.  
 

Most importantly, allow more than adequate time to complete the route, calculated 
on the speed and ability of the slowest member of the party. Secondly, any route 
that requires access via multiple rappels should again be well within the ability of 
the slowest party member. There is only one way out. Be nice to your belay mates. 

Typical multi-pitch setup 

What’s New: La Sportiva Solution  by Mac       

La Sportiva 
Solution rrp $239 


